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ABSTRACT. Conditions are prescribed for a function g which are sufficient

to ensure that it is the Radon transform of a continuous function / on R™

such that f{x) = 0(|i|_n_fc_1) as |i| —► oo. Roughly speaking, these criteria

involve smoothness and the classical polynomial consistency conditions up to

order k on g. In particular, the result implies Helgason's Schwartz theorem for

the Radon transform [Acta Math. 113 (1965)].

1. Introduction. The Radon transform of an integrable function / on Rn is

defined by

Refit) = ! f(x)dx.
J(x,8)=t

Here 9 is a direction, i.e., a point on the unit sphere Sn_1, t is a real number and

the integral is over the hyperplane orthogonal to 9 and passing a directed distance t

from the origin. We address the questions of when a given function g on S"-1 x R

is the Radon transform of a function / and what regularity and decay conditions on

/ can be deduced from those of g. The fundamental result on this question is due

to Helgason [3]. His theorem says that an even function g in the Schwartz space

S(Sn~1 x R) is the Radon transform of a function / in the Schwartz space S(Rn)

if and only if

/oo g(9,t)t]dt = Pj(9),        j = 0,1,...,
-oo

is representable as a homogeneous polynomial of degree j in 9. He also showed

that under the above hypotheses / has compact support if and only if g does

and that the convex hull of the support of / is determined by the support of g.

The first result is called the Schwartz theorem for the Radon transform and the

second the Paley-Wiener theorem for the Radon transform [4]. An L2 version

of the Paley-Wiener theorem for the Radon transform was obtained by Lax and

Phillips [6]. Smith et al. [9] showed that any even function in the Sobolev space

Hs(Sn~1 x R), a = (n — l)/2, is in the range of the closure R of the Radon

transform as an unbounded operator on L2(Rn), but that R is not necessarily

defined by an absolutely convergent integral.  Recently, Solmon [10] showed that
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any even g in S(Sn l x R) is the Radon transform of a C°° function / such that

f(x) = 0(|x|-n) as |x| -> oo, and that f(x) = Odxl""-^1) if and only if (1.1)
holds for j = 0,1,... ,k.

In this paper we show that a sufficiently smooth even function on 5"_1 x R

which together with a finite number of derivatives decays sufficiently fast at oo is

the Radon transform of a continuous function / that is 0(|x|_n) as |x| —► oo, and

show how satisfying a finite number of the conditions (1.1) influences the behavior

of / at oo. (Of course, precise conditions on the smoothness and decay are given.)

In particular, the result given here implies the Schwartz theorem of Helgason and

the recent extension by Solmon. Our proof is based on a result on the asymptotic

behavior of the Fourier transform due to Madych [7], rather than the Radon in-

version formula as in [10]. This approach is independent of dimension, shorter and

simpler than that in [10]. Moreover, the theorem given here is more general.

2. Operators and formulas. Let 9 be a point on the unit sphere 5"_1 in Rn,

n > 2, and t be a real number. The Radon transform of an integrable function /

on Rn in the direction 9 at the point t is the function

(2.1) Rf(6,t) = Ref(t)= f f(x)dx,
J(x,B)=t

where ( , ) denotes the usual Euclidean inner product on Rn and dx represents

integration with respect to n — 1 dimensional Lebesgue measure on the hyperplane

(x,9) =t.

The Fourier transform of an integrable function / on R" is defined by

f(0 = (2TT)-n'2 j f(x)e-^dx,

where the integral is taken over all of Rn. Fixing 9 in (2.1) and taking the one

dimensional Fourier transform gives the well-known formula

(2.2) (RefT(r) = (2tt)^-^'2 f(T9).

The operator A is defined in terms of Fourier transforms by

(2.3) (a/ho = iei/($,

so that A2 = —A, where A is the Laplacian. We shall also use the Calderón-

Zygmund representation of A, [1],

n

(2.4) k = Y,^jD3,
j=i

where Dj denotes partial differentiation with respect to the jth coordinate and %?j is

the singular integral operator defined by convolution with the kernel cnXj/|x|"+1, cn

a constant depending only on n; i.e., ß?j is the jth Riesz transform.

The dual Radon transform is the formal adjoint of the Radon transform and is

defined on functions on Sn~x x R by

(2.5) Rtg(x)= f      g(9,(x,9))d9.
Js"-1
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The Radon transform, dual Radon transform, and Calderon-Zygmund operator are

related by the Radon inversion formula

(2.6) f = 2-1(2Tr)1-nAn-1RtRf.

REMARK 2.7. If f G Lp(Rn), 1< p < n/(n - 1), then for almost every 9, Ref(t)
exists for almost every t and for a.e. 9 (2.2) is valid for a.e. r. Also (2.6) holds

almost everywhere on R". See [10].

We use the standard multi-index notation. Thus if v is a multi-index i.e. an

n-tuple of nonnegative integers, x G R", and D = (Di,... ,Dn), then xv  =

x\' ■ ■ ■ x„", Dv is the differential operator Dj1 • ■ • D„n, and \i/\ = v\ +-(- vn.

Also, Dg denotes a jth order (tangential) differential operator on the sphere 5n_1

with smooth coefficients and g^(9,t) denotes the jth order partial derivative of

g(9, t) with respect to t.

A function / on Rn will be said to be 0(|x|~m) as |x| —► oo if there exist constants

C,M > 0 such that |/(x)| < C|x|~m whenever |x| > M. The analogous definition

is taken for the statements f(x) = 0(|x|_m) as |x| —> 0, and g(9, t) = 0(|£|~m) as

|i| —► oo or 0.

The proof of the theorem on the range of the Radon transform is based on the

following asymptotic result about Fourier transforms which is a straightforward

generalization of [7, Proposition 5].

LEMMA.   Let f be a function on R" such that f is integrable.   Suppose that

a > 0, m is an integer satisfying m > n + a, and that

O) l£r°7(í) ¿» »'« Cm(Rn\{0}), and
(n) if iH£>"(iÉrQ/(£))is b°unded °n Rn f°r aU v such that o<w\< m-

Then f is continuous and f(x) = 0(|x|_n_Q) as \x\ —>■ oo.

PROOF. Since / is in L1(R"), / is continuous and bounded and it suffices to

show that

(2.8) |/(x)| < C|x|-n-a    if|x|>l.

To see (2.8) let |x| > 1, set r = \x\, x' = x/r, and write

f(x) = (2TT)-n'2 j \?\«h(iy^v d?

= (2Tr)-"/2r-n-a f |e|a/i (£\ ¿V'Q di,

where fc(Ç) = \Í\~af(0-
The last formula indicates that to verify (2.8) it suffices to show that the Fourier

transform of /ir(i;) = \t,\ah(í,/r) is bounded on the unit sphere independent of

r > 1.

To see this let <p be a function in C°°(Rn) such that <p(Ç) = 1 for |f| < 1

and tp(£) = 0 for |f| > 2 and write hr = ho + h^ where /i0(f) = hr(Ç)<p(Ç) and

^oo(f) = ^r(0(l — <P(£))- Since \\ho\\i is bounded independent of r it follows that

ho(x) is bounded for all x and hence is certainly bounded on the unit sphere. To

obtain a similar conclusion concerning h<x, write

(2.9) Dvhoo{0=M0 + B(0,
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where

the cM's are appropriate constants, and the sum is taken over all multi-indices p

such that 0 < p < v. B(£) is a similar expression except that each term contains

a derivative of (1 — <p) of order one or higher. Observe that

|£|«-H rr-M/i(£/r)r-l^l = |c!|a-H(|cI/r||,/|-|'í|DI'-'í/l(cJ/r))

and the expression in parentheses is bounded by virtue of statement (ii) in the

hypothesis. Thus

(2.10) iA(oi<qerM(i-^(0).

A similar observation shows that B is supported in 1 < |f| < 2 and is bounded.

These facts concerning A and B imply that

(2.11) i^moi <cier-H(i-p(o).

Now, if \u\ = m, recalling that m is greater than n + a, it follows from (2.11) that

HL^oolli is bounded independent of r. Since this is true for all such v, we may

conclude that ||x|m/i00(x)| is bounded independent of r and hence foœ is bounded

on the unit sphere. This implies the desired result.    D

3. The range theorem and corollaries. It is convenient to introduce the

following definition.

DEFINITION. A function g on S"-1 x R is said to be uniformly integrable if

there exists an integrable function ZionR such that \g(9, t)\ < h(t) for all 9 and t.

The range theorem follows.

THEOREM. Let g G Cr(Sn~l x R), where r >m = n + 2 + k, k> -I. Assume

g(-9,-t) = g(9,t),

(3.1) tk+1+qDJgg^(9,t) is uniformly integrable for j = 0,1,... ,m — q,

and q = 0,1,..., n + 1; and

(3.2) f_oog(9,t)tl dt = Pi(9) is representable as a homogeneous polyno-

mial of degree I for I = 0,1,..., k.

Then there exists a function f in Cs(Rn) (s = r + 1 — n,n odd and s = r — n, n

even), such that f(x) = Od^l-"-*-1) as \x\ —► oo and Rf(9,t) = g(9,t) for all 9
and t. Moreover, for each x G R™ the inversion formula

(3.3) /(x) = 2-1(27r)1-"An-1/r.'!7(x)

holds.

REMARK. When k = — 1, (3.2) is taken to be vacuous.

PROOF. The continuity of g and (3.1) with q = j = 0 imply that g is uniformly

integrable. Thus, the function / defined in polar coordinates on Rn by

/CO

g(9,t)e~ltT dt
-OO
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is bounded on R" and continuous on R™ — {0}. We show that / satisfies the

hypotheses of the Lemma with a = k + 1. Leibnitz formula gives

(3.5) (jX''\tmg) = nJZcrn,ktk+1+qg(q\
^      ' <j=0

with the cm>fc known constants. By (3.1) each term on the right side of (3.5)

is uniformly integrable and hence so is the left side. Since g^n+l"> is continuous,

solving for g(n+1î in (3.5) shows that g^n+l^ is uniformly integrable. Thus g is

continuous on 5n_1 x R and uniformly 0(r~n~1) as r —► oo. This, (3.4), and

the fact that / is bounded imply that / is integrable and hence its inverse Fourier

transform / is continuous.

We will show at the end of the proof that the polynomial condition (3.2) can be

replaced by

/oo g(9,t)tldt = 0,        l = 0,l,...,k,
-OO

without loss of generality. Accepting this for now, the uniform integrability as-

sumption of (3.1) allows differentiation under the integral sign in (3.6) giving

/OO

D3gg(9, t)tl dt = 0,        I = 0,1,..., k; j - 0,1,... ,m.
-co

Since tk+1D3eg is uniformly integrable, the above and Taylor's theorem give that

(3.7) \(tpD¡gr(T)\ = 0(Tk+1-p)    asr-^0, when 0 < p </c + 1.

Let 0 < |i/| < m = n + 2 + k. By (3.4), in polar coordinates |f||l/|L>1/(|c;|"fc"1/)

is a sum of terms of the form t1(d/dr)1 (r~k~1 (D3eg)~(T9)), I = 0,1,..., \v\ < m,

j = 0,1,... ,\v\ — I. This, in turn, is a sum of terms of the form

(3.8) T-k-1+p(tpDJegr(T9),        0<p<l<\v\<m,

where the Fourier transform is in the sense of distributions when p > k + 1. If

0 < p < k + 1, (3.7) and the uniform integrability assumption (3.1) show that

terms of the form (3.8) are continuous on Rn — {0} and bounded independent of 9.

Suppose m > \i>\ > / > p > fc-f-1. Leibnitz formula shows that (d/dt)p~k~1(tpD3eg)

is a sum of terms of the form tk+1+qDgg(q\ q = 0,1,... ,p — k — 1. Each such term

is uniformly integrable by (3.1). Thus (tpD3eg)~(r9) is continuous on r > 0 and

uniformly 0(rk+1~p) as r —► oo and 0. Hence (3.8) is bounded in this case also.

The Lemma now implies that f(x) = Odxl-"-*-1) as |x| —► oo.

Since / is continuous and 0(|x|~") as |x| —* oo, Rf is continuous also. Moreover

/ € Lp(Rn) for all p > 1. By Remark (2.7), (2.2) holds a.e. This, together with

(3.4), shows that Rf = g a.e. and thus, by continuity, everywhere. Again Remark

(2.7) gives that the inversion formula (2.6), and hence (3.3), holds a.e. To show

that it holds everywhere it suffices to show that the right hand side of (3.3) is

continuous. If n is odd, then (2.3), (2.5) and the fact that g G CT(Sn~i x R) show

that the right hand side of (3.3), and hence /, is Cr+1~n. If n is even, then write

A"-1 = A(A(n_2^2) and use the Calderón-Zygmund representation of A, (2.4).

This, together with the fact that the Riesz transforms, ^, reduce differentiability
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by at most e for any e > 0, shows that the right side of (3.3), and hence /, is

CT~n. This completes the proof of the Theorem with the exception of showing

that, without loss of generality, (3.2) can be replaced by (3.6). To see this, note

that by [10, Lemma 7.4], there exists a C°° function h vanishing outside of the unit

ball in R" such that

/CO

Reh(t)tl dt = Pi(9),        l = 0,\,...,k,
-oo

where the Pi are the same polynomials as those that appear in (3.2). Replacing g

by g — Rh does not effect (3.1) but replaces (3.2) by (3.6), and / by / — h which has

no effect on the smoothness of / or its rate of decay at oo. The proof is complete.

REMARK. The proof actually shows that when n is even then all partial deriva-

tives of / or order r — n satisfy a Holder condition of order a for any a < 1.

Also, it follows from [9, Theorem 12.6] that the classical Radon inversion formula

/ = 2~1(2Tr)~nRtAn~1g is valid everywhere.

We now give a few corollaries of the Theorem.

The Schwartz space S(Sn~1 x R) consists of those C°° functions on S1™-1 x R

which, together with their derivatives of all orders, decay at infinity faster than the

reciprocal of any polynomial in t.

COROLLARY l [10]. Let g G S(Sn~1 x R) and suppose that g(-9, -t) = g(9, t).

Then

(a) g = Rf for some C°° function f such that f(x) = 0(|x|_n) as |x| —> oo.

(b) f(x) = 0(|x|-"-fc-1) if and only if (3.2) holds for I = 0,1,... ,k.
(c) 7//(x)=0(|x|-m) then for all u G Nn, Du f(x) = 0(\x\~m-^).

PROOF. When g G S(Sn~1 x R), (3.1) is satisfied for all choices of j,q and

k. So (a) and (b) are immediate consequences of the Theorem. To see that (c)

holds observe from (2.2) that ReDuf = 9"(Ref)^) and by integration by parts

that if g = Rf satisfies (3.2) for I = 0,1,..., A;, then 9ug<-^ satisfies (3.2) for

I = 0,1,..., \u\ + k, and apply (b).

COROLLARY 2. Let g G Cn+1(Sn~1 x R) and suppose that g(-9, -t) = g(9,t).

Assume that (3.1) is satisfied with k = -1.  Then the inversion formula for Rl,

(3.9) g = 2-1(2TT)1-nRAn-1Rtg,

holds everywhere.

PROOF. By the Theorem Rf = g everywhere with / given by (3.3).

REMARK. Inversion formulas for R* have been given earlier for functions in

S(Sn~1 x R). Helgason [3] gave an inversion formula when (3.6) is satisfied for all

nonnegative integers /. Gonzalez [2] and Hertle [5] proved that (3.9) holds for n

odd and Solmon [10] showed it holds in all dimensions.

The last corollary is a sort of Tauberian theorem.

COROLLARY 3. Let g G Cn+2(Sn~1 x R) be such that g(-9,-t) = g(9,t).

Suppose that (3.1) is satisfied for k = 0. Then g is the Radon transform of an

integrable function f if and only if
roo

(3.10) /     g(9,t)dt = c,
J-oo

where c is a constant, independent of 9.
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PROOF. Since the hypotheses of the Theorem are satisfied with k = 0, g is

the Radon transform of a continuous function that is 0(|x|~n_1) as |x| —+ oo, and

hence of an integrable function. So the condition is sufficient. The necessity of the

condition is an immediate consequence of Fubini's theorem.

REMARK. Peters [8] has shown that the Radon transform of the function f(x) =

sin(|x|2)/(|x|2), in the plane, is 0(|£|-2) as t —» oo. Since / is a radial function its

Radon transform is independent of 9 and hence so is /_ Rf(9, t) dt. Nevertheless

/ is not integrable on R2. Hence condition (3.10) is not sufficient by itself to imply

the integrability of /.
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